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Current-controlled bi-stable domain configurations in Ni 81Fe19 elements:
An approach to magnetic memory devices
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The discovery of current-switchable bi-stable remanent domain configurations on small
ferromagnetic islands is reported. Rectangular NiFe islands with a thickness of 50 to 100 nm and
lateral dimensions on the order of several microns were imaged using magnetic force microscopy
after application of 10 ns current pulses through the material. The closure configuration can be set
into either the 4 or 7 domain configuration by applying positive or negative current polarity at
density on the order 107 A/cm2. The chirality of the closure patterns is fixed, implying that only two
rather than four states are stable in these patterns. The possibility of using these configurations as a
means of storing a logic state for memory applications is discussed. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1495883#
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The general method to assign a ‘‘1’’ or ‘‘0’’ in solid stat
magnetic memory devices is to orient the remanent mag
tization of ferromagnetic elements in one of two oppos
directions. Thus, the magnetic properties of small particle
well as new ways to switch the magnetization other than
applying an external magnetic field are topics of intense
search activity.1–4 In this letter, we offer an alternative ap
proach to storing and reading binary information in magne
systems. Specifically, we introduce the idea that a bi-sta
remanent domain configuration of a ferromagnetic isla
which is selectable by a current pulse through the mate
can be a simple and viable option for magnetic random
cess memory applications.

In a previous investigation, we established that in sm
rectangular NiFe thin film islands, the number of possi
configurations at remanence (Happlied50) is finite.5 In the
case where the length-to-width ratio~referred to as the aspec
ratio! is between 1 and 4, and for thickness;100 nm thin or
less, the remanent states are predominantly 4- or 7-dom
configurations. The four-domain~4D! structure is comprised
of four 90° walls emanating from the corners and one 1
Néel wall at the center and parallel to the shape-induced e
axis. The seven-domain~7D! configuration, on the othe
hand, contains four 90° walls as in the previous case, but
180° wall is replaced by a diamond-shaped domain at
center of the island, with an internal magnetization along
hard axis. These two states represent local minima of
energy and are determined by competition between the
duction of the magnetostatic energy and the cost of form
domain walls. From numerical calculations, the 7D config
ration is about 25% lower in magnetostatic energy. We d
covered that reversible 7D-4D state selection can
achieved by driving current pulses through the element
process that involves domain wall displacement,6 and submit
that these two distinct domain configurations can be use
encode binary information.

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
rdgomez@eng.umd.edu
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We patterned 100-nm-thick permalloy films on silico
with native oxide into 8.3mm317mm islands using con-
ventional lift-off techniques. Gold pads were subsequen
patterned as electrical contacts at both ends of the island
enable current flow along the long axis. Figure 1~a! shows
the geometry of the patterns. The magnetic images were
tained by magnetic force microscopy. Single-shot 10 ns c
rent pulses were applied, generated using capacitive
charge, through the material. The 7D configuration@Fig.
1~b!# was observed prior to application of any extern

il:

FIG. 1. Bi-stable domain configurations of 8.3mm317mm3100 nm NiFe
pattern.~a! Schematic diagram of pattern with contact pads and magn
force microscopy image~b! of the as-prepared, 7D closure,~c! after current
application of a 10 ns pulse with density24.253107 A/cm2, forming a 4D
closure, and~d! after current application of a 10 ns pulse of dens
13.653107 A/cm2.
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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stimuli. The central domain is entirely visible, along wi
portions of the top and bottom domains. A small part of t
contact pad is also present at the bottom. This state cha
into the 4D configuration shown in Fig. 1~c! after applying a
singlepulse of current density24.2531011 A/m2 for 10 ns.
The transition is reversible and the 7D configuration in F
1~d! can be recovered from the four-domain structure by
plying a single current pulse of density13.6531011 A/m2.
Note that Figs. 1~b! and 1~d! are essentially identical includ
ing the chirality of the closure structures. We perform
many experiments on several islands from which we dr
the following general characteristics:

~1! A critical current density is required to change state,
low which no reorientation can be achieved regardles
the number of pulses applied.

~2! Once reoriented, succeeding current pulses of the s
polarity and magnitude cause no further effects.

~3! The critical current density is nearly the same for
islands of similar geometry, but increases with asp
ratio.

~4! There are only two states observed, with specific chi
ity of the closure pattern.

~5! Single pulse selectable~SPS! configurations were ob
served only for an aspect ratio below 2.7. Since our p
terns had a uniform length of 17mm, the narrowest is-
lands that showed SPS was 6.3mm. Islands that had
larger aspect ratios showed domain wall displacem
after the pulses and some eventually underwent rec
figuration. The transition, however, was not predictab

~6! Lower thicknesses~,45 nm! produced complex multi-
domain states for all the geometries used in this exp
ment.

~7! The configuration can be cycled~indefinitely! without
variation in the current densities.

In the absence of high-speed imaging, it is impossible
ascertain the exact dynamics of the reconfiguration. Ho
ever, we offer an explanation on the basis of domain d
theories developed by Berger and Hung more than a de
ago.7–9 By considering the motion of the electrons as well
the assumption of the structure of the domain wall, it
found that the force can be cast in the form,10

Fx}2nx
2 d

dx S du

dxD
2

, ~1!

wherenx is the speed of the conduction electron andu(x) is
the variation of the angle between the individual mome
comprising a domain wall. In the case of 180° Ne´el wall, the
angular profile is given as

u5p22 tan21~e2px/d!, ~2!

whered is the domain wall width. We point out this mode
for the angular variation is an odd function with respect
the center of the wall, i.e.,x50, so thatd(du/dx)2/dx has
an opposite sign on each side of the wall. Thus, integra
of the total force on the wall vanishes when the elect
density is assumed constant or in the case of zero cur
flow. However when current flows, the density of conducti
states between the sides of the wall are not the same,
r(EF1eV).r(EF), whereV is the voltage drop betwee
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the walls. Hence, a non-zero net force exists on the wal
the direction of electron flow or opposite the direction of t
current. The salient conclusion from this analysis is tha
force perpendicular to a wall exists when a polarized elect
current traverses a domain wall. The force is directed alo
the electron velocity or opposite the direction of current flo

Apart from s–d exchange, there is the interaction b
tween the current induced magnetic field and the local m
netization. Indeed, the switching of layers in giant magn
toresistance devices in the current-perpendicular-to-the-p
arrangement is attributed to this interaction.10 In our experi-
ments, the maximum field inside the films can be estima
by using Ampere’s law to beJr/2'(1011 A/m2)(1027 m)
5104 A/m5126 Oe. While the magnitude is above the w
coercivity, this field cannot induce a net wall translatio
since it is rotational. For instance, the direction of the fie
on the top is opposite the bottom surface, which would res
in a distortion rather than a translation of the wall. Oth
mechanisms such as hydromagnetic force may contribut
well but the thickness of our films is low enough thats–d
exchange is believed to be the dominant force.6

Keeping this in mind, we offer the following schemat
diagram of the domain wall motion that may explain t
observed effect. For clarity, we first explain the 4D to 7
transition, despite the experimental observation that the
tial transition is from the 7D to 4D domain state. During th
application of the~positive! pulse in the direction shown in
Fig. 2, the 90° walls experience an upward force. The in
mediate state during the pulse is then expected to be sim
to Fig. 2~b!, where the bottom domain expands at the e
pense of the other~uppper! domains. However, since th
magnetostatic energy increases with domain size, it is e
getically favorable for the bottom domain to breakup via t
formation of a closure structure at the bottom end. This
illustrated in Fig. 2~c!. The final configuration@Fig. 2~d!# is
formed as the system relaxes to ensure that the domain
commensurate with the 90° wall boundaries. We point
that once the 7-D configuration has been achieved, suc
sive identical pulses do not cause any reconfiguration.
potential barrier to revert back to a 4D configuration
higher when the top and bottom domains are along the s
direction. However, the return to the original 4D configur
tion can be achieved by a current pulse ofnegativepolarity
with a somewhat higher density. The reverse process is il
trated in Fig. 3. Downward forces act on all walls, causi
the central domain to be displaced towards the bottom
eventually annihilate the original closure structure. Th

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the dynamics of domain wall motion for
4D to 7D transition.
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leaves behind a large upper domain. However, in cont
with the previous case, it does not subdivide into sma
domains. As it is apparently energetically costlier to cre
domains with2x magnetization, we suspect that an ‘‘aniso
ropy’’ favoring the1x direction is present in the films.

One could argue on the basis of symmetry that the
configuration can be similarly achieved by applying aposi-
tive current pulse. If this were true, then the resulting 4
pattern will have the opposite sense of rotation. This~coun-
terclockwise! chirality, however, was never experimental
observed. This could be explained by assuming as was d
earlier, that there is aunidirectional anisotropy that breaks
the symmetry between1x and 2x directions. If, for in-
stance, the1x is favored, this will introduce a predilectio
for wall motion along the1y direction ~increasing the size
of the favorable1x magnetized domain! but not the other.
We do not yet know the exact origin of the unidirection
anisotropy in our case, because there is no an obvious so
of exchange biasing. This issue is currently under furt
study.

One possiblity might be due to the Amperian fields fro
the gold contacts. The contacts overlap the ferromagn
element from above, and highly localized fields on the or
of ;100 Oe are generated during the pulse in the direc
defined by the right hand rule. As the field mainly affects t
area directly underneath, slight variations in the degree
overlap in either ends could induce the asymmetry in
transitions. For instance in the case shown in Fig. 2~b! and
noting that the overlap is larger at the bottom, the field fro
a positive pulse favors domains with magnetization1x to
form at the bottom. A negative pulse on the other hand la
the additional field to induce2x magnetized domain to form
at the top. Hence, the 7D transition using negative puls
not observed. Similar arguments can be made to explain
features of the 4D to 7D transition. A consequence of t
analysis is that in the ideal case of perfect contact alignm
at both ends, then the transitions would probably involv
chirality change of the same pattern, rather than a dom
reconfiguration.

The other intriguing feature of these elements is that
original configuration can be recovered by applying a sec

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of the dynamics of domain wall motion for
7D to 4D transition.
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pulse of thesamepolarity but at substantially larger curren
density. For example, the 7D configuration can be recove
from a reoriented 4D structure by applying twice the curre
density of the previous pulse, i.e., 8.531011 A/m2. Clearly,
the aforementioned dynamical model is insufficient to e
plain the effect, particularly since the model predicts the o
posite chirality. The mechanism is probably quite compl
which may involve the reflection of a moving domain wall
the edge with appropriate damping.

Despite our incomplete understanding of the details
the switching, this discovery suggests a potential mem
device that can be selectable either by a bipolar or mono
lar power source. The storage element is a single island
NiFe. The effect is not only expected to persist but requi
less current at smaller lateral dimensions. From our exp
ments, we have observed 7D and 4D configurations of 25
NiFe patterns with dimensions 250 nm3125 nm325 nm,5

which is instrument limited. Efforts by other researchers
much smaller islands have similarly yielded finite doma
configurations that could very well be selectable using c
rent pulses.11

Finally, we address the issue of reading the state.
difference between a 4D and 7D pattern is manifested in
reversal of the magnetization of one of the end doma
Thus, one can monitor the magnetization of the end dom
by means of a tunnel magnetoresistance by putting an o
barrier and another spin detecting electrode. A more pract
approach is by means of the so-called ballistic nanocon
magnetoresistance12 and accomplished by placing anoth
spin-polarized electrode in contact with part of the end d
main. If the contact area is small enough, the spin polari
electrons from the element would conduct through the c
striction without spin flipping. In this case, the transmissi
probability will be governed predominantly by the relativ
magnetic alignment of the sensing electrode and the e
domain of the memory element.

This work is supported under NSF Grants ECS-99847
~CAREER! and ECS-0115327.
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